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Abstract
This paper provides a new observer design methodology for invariant systems whose state evolves on a Lie group with outputs in a
collection of related homogeneous spaces and where the measurement of system input is corrupted by an unknown constant bias.
The key contribution of the paper is to study the combined state and input bias estimation problem in the general setting of Lie
groups, a question for which only case studies of specific Lie groups are currently available. We show that any candidate observer
(with the same state space dimension as the observed system) results in non-autonomous error dynamics, except in the trivial case
where the Lie-group is Abelian. This precludes the application of the standard non-linear observer design methodologies available
in the literature and leads us to propose a new design methodology based on employing invariant cost functions and general gain
mappings. We provide a rigorous and general stability analysis for the case where the underlying Lie group allows a faithful matrix
representation. We demonstrate our theory in the example of rigid body pose estimation and show that the proposed approach
unifies two competing pose observers published in prior literature.
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1. Introduction
The study of dynamical systems on Lie groups has been an
active research area for the past decade. Work in this area is mo-
tivated by applications in analytical mechanics, robotics and ge-
ometric control for mechanical systems [2–5]. Many mechani-
cal systems carry a natural symmetry or invariance structure ex-
pressed as invariance properties of their dynamical models un-
der transformation by a symmetry group. For totally symmetric
kinematic systems, the system can be lifted to an invariant sys-
tem on the symmetry group [6]. In most practical situations,
obtaining a reliable measurement of the internal states of such
physical systems directly is not possible and it is necessary to
use a state observer.
Systematic observer design methodologies for invariant sys-
tems on Lie groups have been proposed that lead to strong sta-
bility and robustness properties. Specifically, Bonnabel et al.
[7–9] consider observers which consist of a copy of the sys-
tem and a correction term, along with a constructive method to
find suitable symmetry-preserving correction terms. The con-
struction utilizes the invariance of the system and the moving
frame method, leading to local convergence properties of the
observers. The authors propose methods in [10–12] to achieve
almost globally convergent observers. A key aspect of the de-
sign approach proposed in [10–12] is the use of the invariance
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properties of the system to ensure that the error dynamics are
globally defined and are autonomous. This leads to a straight
forward stability analysis and excellent performance in prac-
tice. More recent extensions to early work in this area was
the consideration of output measurements where a partial state
measurement is generated by an action of the Lie group on a
homogeneous output space [6–9, 11–13]. Design methodolo-
gies exploiting symmetries and invariance of the system can be
applied to many real world scenarios such as attitude estima-
tor design on the Lie group SO(3) [8, 14–18], pose estimation
on the Lie group SE(3) [19–22], homography estimation on the
Lie group SL(3) [23], and motion estimation of chained sys-
tems on nilpotent Lie groups [24] (e.g. front-wheel drive cars
or kinematic cars with k trailers).
All asymptotically stable observer designs for kinematic sys-
tems on Lie groups depend on a measurement of system input.
In practice, measurements of system input are often corrupted
by an unknown bias that must be estimated and compensated to
achieve good observer error performance. The specific cases of
attitude estimation on SO(3) and pose estimation on SE(3) have
been studied independently, and methods have been proposed
for the concurrent estimation of state and input measurement
bias [14, 17, 20]. These methods strongly depend on particu-
lar properties of the specific Lie groups SO(3) or SE(3) and do
not directly generalize to general Lie groups. To the authors’
knowledge, there is no existing work on combined state and
input bias estimation for general classes of invariant systems.
In this paper, we tackle the problem of observer design for
general invariant systems on Lie groups with homogeneous out-
puts when the measurement of system input is corrupted by an
unknown constant bias. The observer is required to be imple-
mentable based on available sensor measurements; the system
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input in the Lie algebra, corrupted by an unknown bias, along
with a collection of partial state measurements (i.e. outputs)
that ensure observability of the state. For bias free input mea-
surements, it is always possible to obtain autonomous dynam-
ics for the standard error [10–12], and previous observer design
methodologies for systems on Lie groups rely on the auton-
omy of the resulting error dynamics. However, for concurrent
state and input measurement bias estimation, we show that any
implementable candidate observer (with the same state space
dimension as the observed system) yields non-autonomous er-
ror dynamics unless the Lie group is Abelian (Theorem 4.1).
This result explains why the previous general observer design
methodologies for the bias-free case do not apply and why the
special cases considered in prior works [20, 21] do not naturally
lead to a general theory.
We go on to show that, despite the nonlinear and non-
autonomous nature of the error dynamics, there is a natural
choice of observer for which we can prove exponential sta-
bility of the error dynamics (Theorems 5.1 and 5.3). The ap-
proach taken employs a general gain mapping applied to the
differential of a cost function rather than the more restrictive
gradient-like innovations used in prior work [10–13]. We also
propose a systematic method for construction of invariant cost
functions based on lifting costs defined on the homogeneous
output spaces (Proposition 6.1). To demonstrate the general-
ity of the proposed approach we consider the problem of rigid
body pose estimation using landmark measurements when the
measurements of linear and angular velocity are corrupted by
constant unknown biases. We show that for specific choices of
gain mappings the resulting observer specializes to either the
gradient-like observer of [21] or the non-gradient pose estima-
tor proposed in [20], unifying these two state-of-the-art appli-
cation papers in a single framework that applies to any invariant
kinematic system on a Lie-group. Stability of estimation error
is proved for the case where the Lie group allows a faithful ma-
trix representation.
The paper is organized as follows. After briefly clarifying
our notation in Section 2, we formulate the problem in Section
3. A standard estimation error is defined and autonomy of the
resulting error dynamics is investigated in section 4. We in-
troduce the proposed observer in Section 5 and investigate the
stability of observer error dynamics. Section 6 is devoted to
the systematic construction of invariant cost functions. A de-
tailed example in Section 7 and brief conclusions in Section 8
complete the paper. A preliminary version of this work was
presented at the CDC 2013 [13]. This manuscript was pub-
lished in Automatica [1]. In addition to the material presented
in [1], this paper contains detailed proof of theorems as well as
detailed mathematical derivations of application examples.
2. Notations and Definitions
Let G be a finite-dimensional real connected Lie group with
associated Lie algebra g. Denote the identity element of G by
I. Left (resp. right) multiplication of X ∈ G by S ∈ G is
denoted by LS X = S X (resp. RS X = XS ). The Lie algebra
g can be identified with the tangent space at the identity ele-
ment of the Lie group, i.e. g  TIG. For any u ∈ g, one
can obtain a tangent vector at S ∈ G by left (resp. right)
translation of u denoted by S [u] := TILS [u] ∈ TS G (resp.
[u]S := TIRS [u] ∈ TS G). The element inside the brackets [.]
denotes the vector on which a linear mapping (here the tangent
map TILS : g → TS G or TIRS : g → TS G) acts. The adjoint
map at the point S ∈ G is denoted by AdS : g → g and is defined
by AdS [u] := S [u]S −1 = TS RS −1 [TILS [u]] = TS RS −1 ◦ TI LS [u]
where ◦ denotes the composition of two maps. For a finite-
dimensional vector space V , we denote its corresponding dual
and bidual vector spaces by V∗ and V∗∗ respectively. A linear
map F : V∗ → V is called positive definite if v∗[F[v∗]] > 0 for
all 0 , v∗ ∈ V∗. The dual of F is denoted by F∗ : V∗ → V∗∗ and
is defined by F∗[v∗] = v∗ ◦ F. The linear map F is called sym-
metric (resp. anti-symmetric) if v∗[F[w∗]] = w∗[F[v∗]] (resp.
v∗[F[w∗]] = −w∗[F[v∗]]) for all v∗,w∗ ∈ V∗, and it is called
symmetric positive definite if it is symmetric and positive defi-
nite. We can extend the above notion of symmetry and positive-
ness to linear maps H : W → W∗ as well. Defining V := W∗, H
is called positive definite if H∗ : V∗ → V is positive definite and
it is called symmetric if H∗ is symmetric. Positive definite cost
functions on manifolds are also used in the paper and should
not be mistaken with positive definite linear maps.
3. Problem Formulation
We consider a class of left invariant systems on G given by
˙X(t) = X(t)u(t), X(t0) = X0, (1)
where u ∈ g is the system input and X ∈ G is the state. Al-
though the ideas presented in this paper are based on the above
left invariant dynamics, they can easily be modified for right
invariant systems as was done for instance in [10]. We assume
that u : R+ → g is continuous and hence a unique solution for
(1) exists for all t ≥ t0 [25]. In most kinematic mechanical sys-
tems, u models the velocity of physical objects. Hence, it is
reasonable to assume that u is bounded and continuous.
Let Mi, i = 1, . . . , n denote a collection of n homogeneous
spaces of G, termed output spaces. Denote the outputs of sys-
tem (1) by yi ∈ Mi. Suppose each output provides a partial
measurement of X via
yi = hi(X, y˚i) (2)
where y˚i ∈ Mi is the constant (with respect to time) reference
output associated with yi and hi is a right action of G on Mi, i.e.
hi(I, yi) = yi and hi(XS , yi) = hi(S , hi(X, yi)) for all yi ∈ Mi
and all X, S ∈ G. To simplify the notation, we define the
combined output y := (y1, . . . , yn), the combined reference out-
put y˚ := (y˚1, . . . , y˚n), and the combined right action h(X, y˚) :=
(h1(X, y˚1), . . . , hn(X, y˚n)). The combined output y belongs to the
orbit of G acting on the product space M1 × M2 × . . .× Mn con-
taining y˚, that is M := {y ∈ M1×M2× . . .×Mn| y = h(X, y˚), X ∈
G} ⊂ M1 × M2 × . . . × Mn. Note that the combined action h
of G defined above is transitive on M. Hence, M is a homoge-
neous space of G while M1 × M2 × . . . × Mn is not necessarily
a homogeneous space of G [26].
2
We assume that measurements of the system input are cor-
rupted by a constant unknown additive bias. That is
uy = u + b (3)
where uy ∈ g is the measurement of u and b ∈ g is the unknown
bias. In practice, bias is slowly time-varying but it is common
to assume that b is constant for observer design and analysis.
We investigate the observer design problem for concurrent
estimation of X and b. The observer should be implementable
based on sensor measurements. This is important since the ac-
tual state X ∈ G and the actual input u ∈ g are not available for
measurement and only the partial measurements y1, . . . , yn and
the biased input uy are directly measured. We consider the fol-
lowing general class of implementable observers with the same
state space dimension as the observed system.
˙
ˆX = γ( ˆX, y, y˚, ˆb, uy, t) (4a)
˙
ˆb = β( ˆX, y, y˚, ˆb, uy, t) (4b)
where ˆX and ˆb are the estimates of X and b, respectively, and
γ : G×M×M×g×g×R → TG and β : G×M×M×g×g×R → g
are parameterized vector fields on G and g, respectively. Note
that ˆX, y, y˚, ˆb, uy and t are all available for implementation of the
observer in practical scenarios. We refer to (4a) and (4b) as the
group estimator and the bias estimator, respectively.
Example 3.1 (Pose Estimation on SE(3)). Estimating the po-
sition and attitude of a rigid body has been investigated by
a range of authors during the past decades, see, e.g., [19–
22, 27]. The full 6-DOF pose kinematics of a rigid body can
be modeled as an invariant system on the special Euclidean
group SE(3) [10, 20, 22, 27]. The Lie group SE(3) has a rep-
resentation as a semi-direct product of SO(3) and R3 given by
SE(3) = {(R, p)| R ∈ SO(3), p ∈ R3} [28]. Consider the group
multiplication on SE(3) given by R(S ,q)(R, p) = L(R,p)(S , q) =
(RS , p+Rq) for any (R, p), (S , q) ∈ SE(3). The identity element
of SE(3) is represented by (I3×3, 03) and the inverse of an ele-
ment (R, p) ∈ SE(3) is given by (R, p)−1 = (R⊤,−R⊤p). The
Lie algebra of SE(3) is identified with se(3) = {(Ω,V)| Ω ∈
so(3), V ∈ R3} where so(3) denotes the Lie algebra of SO(3)
represented as the set of skew-symmetric 3 × 3 matrices with
zero trace.
Let R be a rotation matrix corresponding to the rotation from
the body-fixed frame to the inertial frame and suppose that p
represents the position of the rigid body with respect to the iner-
tial frame and expressed in the inertial frame. The left-invariant
kinematics of a rigid body on SE(3) is formulated as
( ˙R, p˙) = TI L(R,p)(Ω,V) = (RΩ,RV) (5)
where Ω resp. V represent the angular velocity resp. linear
velocity of the rigid body with respect to the inertial frame ex-
pressed in the body-fixed frame. Here, the group element is
X = (R, p) ∈ SE(3) and the system input is u = (Ω,V) ∈ se(3).
Denote the measurement of the system input by (Ωy,Vy) ∈ se(3)
and assume that it is corrupted by an unknown constant bias
(bω, bv) ∈ se(3) such that (Ωy,Vy) = (Ω + bω,V + bv). Suppose
that positions of n points with respect to the body-fixed frame
are measured by on-board sensors and denote these measure-
ments by y1, . . . , yn ∈ R3. Denote the positions of these points
with respect to the inertial frame by y˚i, i = 1, . . . , n ∈ R3 and
assume these positions are known and constant. The output
model for such a set of measurements is given by
yi = hi((R, p), y˚1) = R⊤y˚i − R⊤p, i = 1, . . . , n (6)
where hi is a right action of SE(3) on the homogeneous out-
put space Mi := R3. A practical example of measurements
modeled by (6) is vision based landmark readings where the
landmarks are fixed in the inertial frame, leading to constant
y˚i, i = 1, . . . , n [20]. The pose estimation problem is to esti-
mate R and p together with the input biases bω and bv. 
4. Error Definition and Autonomy of Error Dynamics
We consider the following right-invariant group error,
E = ˆXX−1 ∈ G, (7)
as was proposed in [6, 10]. The above error resembles the usual
error xˆ − x used in classical observer theory when xˆ, x belong
to a vector space. We have ˆX = X if and only if E = I. We also
consider the following bias estimation error
˜b = ˆb − b ∈ g. (8)
We are interested to see when an observer of the general form
(4) produces autonomous error dynamics since that would en-
able straight-forward stability analysis. When the measurement
of system input is bias free, implementable observers of the
form (4a) have been proposed that produce autonomous group
error dynamics ˙E [10]. In this section, we show that when the
measurement of system input is corrupted by bias, any imple-
mentable observer of the form (4) produces non-autonomous
error dynamics for general Lie groups, and it can only produce
autonomous error dynamics for Abelian Lie groups. To prove
this result, we note that the observer (4) can be rewritten into
the form
˙
ˆX = ˆX[uy − ˆb] − αy˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t), (9a)
˙
ˆb = βy˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t), (9b)
where αy˚ : G×M×g×g×R→ TG and βy˚ : G×M×g×g×R→ g
are parameterized vector fields on G and g, respectively, and y˚
is now interpreted as a parameter for αy˚ and βy˚.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the observer (9) for the system (1)-(3).
The error dynamics ( ˙E, ˙˜b) is autonomous if and only if all of the
following conditions hold;
(a) αy˚ and βy˚ do not depend on ˆb, uy and t.
(b) The vector field αy˚ is right equivariant in the sense that
T
ˆXRZαy˚( ˆX, y) = αy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y)) for all ˆX, Z ∈ G and all
y ∈ M.
(c) The vector field βy˚ is right invariant in the sense that
βy˚( ˆX, y) = βy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y)) for all ˆX, Z ∈ G and all y ∈ M.
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(d) For all Z ∈ G the adjoint map AdZ : g → g is the identity
map. 
Proof: In view of (1) and (9), differentiating E = ˆXX−1 and
˜b = ˆb − b with respect to time yields
˙E = −T
ˆXRX−1αy˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t) − TIREAd ˆX ˜b (10a)
˙
˜b = βy˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t). (10b)
If the conditions (a) to (d) of the Theorem hold, the error dy-
namics will be simplified to
˙E=−αy˚( ˆXX−1, h(X−1, y))−TIRE ˜b=−αy˚(E, y˚)−TIRE ˜b, (11a)
˙
˜b = βy˚( ˆXX−1, h(X−1, y)) = βy˚(E, y˚), (11b)
which are autonomous.
Conversely, assume that the error dynamics (10) are au-
tonomous. Then there exist functions Fy˚ : G × g → TG and
Hy˚ : G × g → g such that for all X, ˆX ∈ G, y ∈ M, ˆb, uy ∈ g,
˙E = −T
ˆXRX−1αy˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t) − TIREAd ˆX ˜b = Fy˚(E, ˜b) (12a)
˙
˜b = βy˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t) = Hy˚(E, ˜b). (12b)
It immediately follows that αy˚ and βy˚ are independent of uy and
t. Moreover, since the error E = ˆXX−1 is invariant with respect
to the transformation ( ˆX, X) 7→ ( ˆXZ, XZ) for all Z ∈ G and the
error ˜b = ˆb − b is invariant with respect to the transformation
(ˆb, b) 7→ (ˆb + d, b + d) for all d ∈ g, we have
− T
ˆXRX−1αy˚( ˆX, y, ˆb) − TIREAd ˆX ˜b = Fy˚(E, ˜b) (13a)
= −T
ˆXZR(XZ)−1αy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y), ˆb+ d) − TIREAd ˆXZ ˜b,
βy˚( ˆX, y, ˆb) = Hy˚(E, ˜b) = βy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y), ˆb+ d). (13b)
From (13b) it follows that βy˚ is independent of ˆb since the right
hand side of (13b) depends on d while the left hand side is in-
dependent of this variable. This establishes condition (a) for
βy˚. It also follows that βy˚ satisfies the invariance condition
βy˚( ˆX, y) = βy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y)) (condition (c) in the Theorem). We
can rearrange (13a) to obtain
−T
ˆXRX−1αy˚( ˆX, y, ˆb) − TIREAd ˆX ˜b + TIREAd ˆXZ ˜b (14)
= −T
ˆXZR(XZ)−1αy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y), ˆb+ d).
The right hand side of (14) is a function of d while the left hand
side is not. This implies that αy˚ is independent of ˆb (establishing
condition (a) for αy˚). We can then rearrange (14) again to obtain
−T
ˆXRX−1αy˚( ˆX, y) + T ˆXZR(XZ)−1αy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y)) (15)
= TIREAd ˆX ˜b − TIREAd ˆXZ ˜b.
The right hand side of (15) is a linear function acting on
˜b ∈ g while the left hand side is completely independent
of the variable ˜b. Since ˜b is arbitrary, this implies that
both sides of (15) are zero. In particular, T
ˆXRX−1αy˚( ˆX, y) =
T
ˆXZR(XZ)−1αy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y)) and TIREAd ˆXZ ˜b = TIREAd ˆX ˜b for
all ˜b ∈ g and all E, ˆX, Z ∈ G. These equations imply
T
ˆXRZαy˚( ˆX, y) = αy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y)) and AdZ ˜b = ˜b to obtain con-
ditions (b) and (d) imposed in the theorem, respectively. This
completes the proof. 
Remark 4.2. If G is a real, finite-dimensional, connected Lie
group then condition (d) of Theorem 4.1 implies that G is
Abelian [29, Proposition 1.91]. By the structure theorem for
connected Abelian Lie groups [28, Proposition III.6.4.11], this
means that G is isomorphic to a productRn×(S1)m whereRn is
additive and (S1)m denotes the m-dimensional torus. This class
of Lie groups is far more specific than the Lie groups that are
encountered in many practical applications. For robotics ap-
plications, the Lie groups typically considered are SO(3) and
SE(3) both of which are non-Abelian. Theorem 4.1 in partic-
ular implies that all implementable geometric bias estimators
on SO(3) and SE(3) proposed in the literature produce non-
autonomous standard error dynamics (see [14] and [20]). 
5. Observer Design and Analysis
We propose the following implementable group estimator,
˙
ˆX = ˆX[uy − ˆb] − Ky˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t)[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)], (16)
with ˆX(t0) = ˆX0 where φy˚ : G × M → R+ is a C2 cost func-
tion, D1φy˚( ˆX, y) ∈ T ∗
ˆX
G denotes the differential of φy˚i with
respect to its first argument evaluated at the point ( ˆX, y) and
Ky˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t) is a linear gain mapping from T ∗
ˆX
G to T
ˆXG.
Note that y˚ is considered to be a parameter for Ky˚ and φy˚. The
above group estimator matches the structure of (9a) where the
innovation αy˚ is generated by applying the gain mapping Ky˚ to
the differential D1φy˚. By Theorem 4.1, we already know that
the above estimator cannot produce autonomous error dynam-
ics for a general Lie group. Hence, there is no reason to omit
the arguments ˆb, uy and t of the gain mapping. If the gain map-
ping Ky˚ is symmetric positive definite and independent of ˆb, uy
and t, the above group estimator simplifies to the gradient-like
observers proposed in [10] for the bias free case, and in [13] for
the case including bias.
We consider the following bias estimator,
˙
ˆb = Γ ◦ TI L∗
ˆX[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)], ˆb(t0) = ˆb0, (17)
where TI L∗
ˆX
: T ∗
ˆX
G → g∗ is the dual of the map TIL ˆX (see Sec-
tion 2) and Γ : g∗ → g is a constant gain mapping.
We will require the following assumptions for statement of
results.
(A1) Lie group G has a faithful representation as a finite-
dimensional matrix Lie group. That is, there exist a posi-
tive integer m and an injective Lie group homomorphism
Φ : G → GL(m) into the group GL(m) of invertible m × m
matrices. Note that Φ(G) is a matrix subgroup of GL(m).
(A2) [boundedness conditions] Φ(X), Φ(X)−1, u and
K( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t) are bounded along the system trajec-
tories.
(A3) [differentiability conditions] u˙(t), the first differentials of
hi(X, y˚i) and K( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t), as well as the first and the sec-
ond differential1 of φ( ˆX, y) with respect to all of their ar-
guments are bounded along the system trajectories.
1Second differential of φ is either in the sense of embedding the Lie group
into Rm×m or in the sense of employing a Riemannian metric.
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Theorem 5.1. Consider the observer (16)-(17) for the system
(1)-(3). Suppose that assumptions (A1), (A2) and (A3) hold.
Assume moreover that the gain mappings K and Γ, and the cost
function φ satisfy the following properties;
(a) The gain mapping Ky˚: T ∗
ˆX
G → T
ˆXG is uniformly positive
definite (not necessarily symmetric). That is, there exist
positive constants k and k and a continues vector norm
|.| on T ∗
ˆX
G such that for all v∗ ∈ T ∗
ˆX
G we have k|v∗|2 ≤
v∗[Ky˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t)[v∗]]≤k|v∗|2.
(b) The gain mapping Γ: g∗→g is symmetric positive definite.
(c) The cost φy˚ is right invariant, that is φy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y)) =
φ( ˆX, y) for all ˆX, Z ∈ G and all y ∈ M.
(d) The cost φy˚(., y˚) : G → R+, E 7→ φy˚(E, y˚) is locally pos-
itive definite around E = I and it has an isolated critical
point at E = I.
Then the error dynamics ( ˙E, ˙˜b) is uniformly locally asymptoti-
cally stable at (I, 0). 
Proof: The following result is used in the development later
in this proof.
Lemma 5.2. Let φy˚ : G × M → R+ be a right-invariant cost
function in the sense defined in part (c) of Theorem 5.1. Then
we have
D1φy˚( ˆX, y) = T ˆXR∗X−1 [D1φy˚(E, y˚)] (18)
D1φy˚(E, y˚) = D1φy˚( ˆX, y) ◦ TERX (19)
Proof of Lemma 5.2 is given in appendix. For simplicity, we
denote Ky˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t) by Ky˚(.). Considering (1), (3), and (16),
the group error dynamics are given by
˙E = ˙ˆXX−1 + ˆX ˙X−1 =T
ˆXRX−1◦TI L ˆX[u]−T ˆXRX−1◦TIL ˆX[˜b]
−T
ˆXRX−1 ◦Ky˚(.)[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)]−T ˆXRX−1◦TIL ˆX[u]
=−T
ˆXRX−1◦TI LˆX[˜b]−T ˆXRX−1◦Ky˚(.)◦T ˆXR∗X−1 [D1φy˚(E, y˚)], (20)
where E is as in (7) and (18) is used in the last line of (20).
Now, consider the candidate Lyapunov function,
L(E, ˜b) = φy˚(E, y˚) + 12Γ
−1[˜b][˜b]. (21)
The Lyapunov candidate is at least locally positive definite due
to conditions (b) and (d). The time derivative of L is given by
˙L(E, ˜b) = D1φy˚(E, y˚)[ ˙E] + Γ−1[˙˜b][˜b]. (22)
Recalling that ˙˜b = ˙ˆb and substituting ˙E form (20) in (22), we
obtain
˙L(E, ˜b)=−D1φy˚(E, y˚)[T ˆXRX−1 ◦Ky˚(.)◦T ˆXR∗X−1 [D1φy˚(E, y˚)]]
− D1φy˚(E, y˚)[T ˆXRX−1◦TI L ˆX[˜b]] + Γ−1[˙ˆb][˜b]. (23)
Using (19), we conclude
˙L(E, ˜b)=−D1φy˚(E, y˚)[T ˆXRX−1 ◦Ky˚(.)◦T ˆXR∗X−1 [D1φy˚(E, y˚)]]
−D1φy˚( ˆX, y)◦TERX◦T ˆXRX−1 ◦ TIL ˆX[˜b] + Γ−1[˙ˆb][˜b]
= −D1φy˚(E, y˚)[T ˆXRX−1 ◦Ky˚(.)◦T ˆXR∗X−1 [D1φy˚(E, y˚)]]
− D1φy˚( ˆX, y) ◦ TIL ˆX[˜b] + Γ−1[˙ˆb][˜b]. (24)
Now, replacing ˙ˆb with (17) we obtain
˙L(E, ˜b)=−D1φy˚(E, y˚)[T ˆXRX−1 ◦Ky˚(.) ◦ T ˆXR∗X−1 [D1φy˚(E, y˚)]]
−D1φy˚( ˆX,y)◦TIL ˆX[˜b]+Γ−1◦Γ◦TIL∗ˆX◦D1φy˚( ˆX, y)[˜b]. (25)
Duality implies D1φy˚( ˆX, y)◦TIL ˆX = TI L∗ˆX ◦D1φy˚( ˆX, y) and (25)
simplifies to
˙L(E, ˜b)=−D1φy˚(E,y˚)[T ˆXRX−1◦Ky˚(.)◦T ˆXR∗X−1 [D1φy˚(E,y˚)]]. (26)
Since Ky˚(.) is assumed to be positive definite and the map
T
ˆXRX−1 is full rank, the map T ˆXRX−1 ◦ Ky˚(.) ◦ T ˆXR∗X−1 is pos-
itive definite. This implies that ˙L(E, ˜b) ≤ 0 and hence the
Lyapunov function is non-increasing along the system trajec-
tories. We adopt the proof of [30, Theorem 4.8] to prove uni-
formly local stability of error dynamics. Recalling assump-
tion (A1), distance to the identity element of G is denoted by
d(.) and is induced by Frobenius norm on Φ(G) ⊂ Rm×m via
d(E) := ‖Id − Φ(E)‖F where Id is the identity matrix. De-
fine the compound error x˜ := (E, ˜b) ∈ G × g and obtain the
distance of x˜ to (I, 0) by l(x˜)2 := d(E)2 + ‖˜b‖2
g
where ‖.‖g
denotes a norm on g. Using assumption (d), there exist a
ball Br := {E ∈ G : d(E) ≤ r} such that φy˚(., y˚) is posi-
tive definite on Br. Consequently L(x˜) is positive definite on
¯Br := {x˜ ∈ G × g : l(x˜) ≤ r}. Choose c < minl(x˜)=rL(x˜) and
define Ωc := {x˜ ∈ ¯Br| L(x˜) ≤ c}. Since ˙L(t) ≤ 0, any solu-
tion starting in Ωc at t0 remains in Ωc for all t ≥ t0. On the
other hand, since L(x˜) is positive definite on Ωc ⊂ ¯Br, there
exist class K functions η1 and η2 such that η1(l(x˜)) ≤ L(x˜) ≤
η2(l(x˜)) for all x˜ ∈ Ωc [30, Lemma 4.3]. Consequently, we
have l(x˜(t)) ≤ η−11 (L(x˜(t))) ≤ η−11 (L(x˜(t0))) ≤ η−11 (η2(l(x˜(t0))))
which implies l(x˜(t)) ≤ η−11 ◦ η2(l(x˜(t0))). Since η−11 ◦ η2 is a
class K function (by [30, Lemma 4.2]), the equilibrium point
x˜ = (I, 0) is uniformly stable for all initial conditions starting
in Ωc [30, Lemma 4.5]. Moreover, the error E is bounded by
d(E(t)) ≤ l(x˜(t)) ≤ η−11 (L(x˜(t0))) ≤ η−11 (c) for such initial con-
ditions.
Boundedness of x˜(t) implies that E(t) and ˜b(t) are bounded
with respect to d(.) and ‖.‖g, respectively. Differentiating
(26) with respect to time and considering the boundedness of
(E(t), ˜b(t)) together with assumptions (A2) and (A3), one can
conclude that ¨L(t) is bounded and hence ˙L(t) is uniformly
continuous. By invoking Barbalat’s lemma we conclude that
˙L(t) → 0. This together with condition (a) implies that
D1φy˚(E(t), y˚) → 0. Since φy˚(E, I) has an isolated critical point
at E = I, there exist a ball Bc¯ ⊂ G such that E = I is the
only point in Bc¯ where D1φy˚(., y˚) is zero. We proved before that
E(t) ∈ Bη−11 (c) for all initial conditions starting in Ωc. Choos-
ing c < min(η1(c¯),minl(x˜)=rL(x˜)) ensures that E = I is the only
critical point in Bη−11 (c). This implies that E(t) → I for all initial
conditions starting in Ωc. Using (1), (9a), and (20), recalling
assumptions (A2) and (A3), and using a local coordinate repre-
sentation, one can verify that ¨E(t) is bounded and hence ˙E(t) is
uniformly continuous. Thus, by invoking Barbalat’s lemma we
have ˙E(t) → 0. Considering E(t), ˙E(t) → 0 together with error
dynamics (20) implies that ˜b(t) → 0 for all initial errors starting
in Ωc. This completes the proof of uniformly local asymptotic
stability of the error dynamics. 
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The following theorem proposes additional conditions to
guarantee local exponential stability of the error dynamics.
Theorem 5.3. Consider the observer (16)-(17) for the system
(1)-(3). Suppose that assumptions (A1) and (A2) and conditions
(a), (b) and (c) of Theorem 5.1 hold. Assume moreover that;
(d) D1φy˚(I, y˚) = 0 and Hess1φy˚(I, y˚) : g → g∗ is symmetric
positive definite.
(e) The condition number of Φ(X(t)) is bounded for all t ≥ t0
(uniformly in t0).
Then, the error dynamics (E(t), ˜b(t)) is uniformly locally expo-
nentially stable at (I, 0). 
Proof: The group error dynamics (20) can be rewritten as
˙E=−T
ˆXRX−1◦Ky˚( ˆX,y,ˆb,uy,t)◦T ˆXR∗X−1 [D1φy˚(E, y˚)]−TILEAdX[˜b].
(27)
Using (18) and (17), the bias error dynamics is obtain as
˙
˜b = Γ ◦ TIL∗
ˆX ◦ T ˆXR
∗
X−1[D1φy˚(E, y˚)]
= Γ ◦ Ad∗X ◦ TI L∗E[D1φy˚(E, y˚)]. (28)
Defining ǫ, δ ∈ g as the first order approximation of E and ˜b
respectively, linearizing the error dynamics (27)-(28) around
(I, 0) and neglecting all terms of quadratic or higher order in
(ǫ, δ) yields
ǫ˙=−TXRX−1◦Ky˚(X,y,b,uy,t)◦TXR∗X−1 ◦Hess1φy˚(I,y˚)[ǫ]
−AdX[δ], (29)
˙δ = Γ ◦Ad∗X ◦ Hess1φy˚(I, y˚)[ǫ], (30)
where Hess1φy˚(I, y˚) : g → g∗ denotes the Hessian operator
which is intrinsically defined at the critical point of the cost
[31]. In order to investigate the stability of the linearized error
dynamics, we consider a basis for the involved tangent spaces
and rewrite (29)-(30) in matrix format. To this end, consider
a basis {e j} for g and its corresponding dual basis for g∗. Ob-
tain the basis {e jX} for the vector space TXG by right translat-
ing {e j} and consider its corresponding dual basis {(e jX)∗} for
T ∗XG. Denote by [[ǫ]], [[δ]] the representation of the vectors ǫ, δ
with respect to the basis {e j}. Denote the matrix representa-
tion of the maps Ky˚(X, y, b, uy, t) : T ∗XG → TXG, Γ : g∗ → g,
Hess1φy˚(I, y˚) : g → g∗ and AdX : g → g with respect to the
above bases for their corresponding domain and co-domain by
[[K]], [[Γ]], [[H]] and [[AdX]] respectively. Note that the matrix
representation of T
ˆXRX−1 : TXG → g with respect to the cor-
responding basis for its domain and co-domain is the identity
matrix. Hence, the matrix representation of the error dynamics
(29)-(30) is obtained as
[
˙[[ǫ]]
˙[[δ]]
]
=
[
−[[K]][[H]] −[[AdX]]
[[Γ]][[AdX]]⊤[[H]] 0
] [ [[ǫ]]
[[δ]]
]
. (31)
Since Γ is symmetric positive definite, there exists a full rank
square matrix L such that [[Γ]] = L⊤L. Consider the change
of coordinates ǫ¯ := L[[ǫ]] and ¯δ := L−⊤[[δ]]. Using (31), the
dynamics of the new error coordinates are obtained as[
˙ǫ¯
˙
¯δ
]
=
[
−L[[K]][[H]]L−1 −L[[AdX]]L⊤
L[[AdX]]⊤[[H]]L−1 0
] [
ǫ¯
¯δ
]
. (32)
Consider initial conditions X(t0) for system (1) and ( ˆX(t0), ˆb(t0))
for the estimator (16)-(17), respectively. Introducing the param-
eter λ = (t0, X(t0), ˆX(t0), ˆb(t0)) ∈ D where D := R ×G ×G × g,
the trajectories of X, ˆX, ˆb and y can be viewed as functions
of t and λ. Define A(t, λ) := −L[[K]][[H]]L−1, B(t, λ) :=
−L[[AdX]]⊤L⊤, and P := L−⊤[[H]]L−1. The system (32) belongs
to the following standard class of parameterized linear time-
varying systems discussed extensively in the literature [32–34].[
˙ǫ¯
˙
¯δ
]
=
[
A(t, λ) B(t, λ)⊤
−B(t, λ)P 0
] [
ǫ¯
¯δ
]
(33)
We can now verify the conditions of [34, Theorem 1] to prove
the stability of system (32). Both B(t, λ) and its time deriva-
tive are bounded due to Assumption (A2). Since Hess1φy˚(I, y˚)
is symmetric positive definite and L has full rank, the ma-
trix P is symmetric positive definite and it is bounded by
σ(H)σ(L)−2I ≤ P ≤ σ¯(H)σ¯(L)−2I where σ(.) and σ¯(.) denote
the smallest and largest singular value of a matrix respectively.
Define −Q := ˙P + A(t, λ)⊤P + PA(t, λ) = −([[H]]L−1)⊤([[K]]⊤ +
[[K]])([[H]]L−1). Using condition (a) of Theorem 5.1 and re-
calling assumption (A2), there exist positive constants k1 and
k2 such that 2k1Id ≤ [[K]]⊤+ [[K]] ≤ 2k2Id where Id is
the identity matrix. This ensures that Q is uniformly sym-
metric positive definite and we have 2k1σ(H)2σ(L)−2Id ≤
Q ≤ 2σ¯(H)2k2σ¯(L)−2Id. It only remains to investigate
whether B(t, λ) is λ-uniformly persistently exciting [34, equa-
tion (10)]. Embed the Lie algebra g into Rm×m. Invoking the
property vec(Φ(X)wΦ(X)−1) = Φ(X)−⊤ ⊗ Φ(X)vec(w) where
vec(w) ∈ Rm2 is the vectorization of the matrix w ∈ g and
⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, one can conclude that the
matrix representation of AdX : Rm×m → Rm×m with re-
spect to the standard basis for its domain and co-domain is
given by [[AdX]] = Φ(X)−⊤ ⊗ Φ(X). Thus σ([[AdX]]) =
σ(Φ(X)−⊤)σ(Φ(X)) = cond(Φ(X))−1 where cond(Φ(X)) de-
notes the condition number of Φ(X) ∈ GL(m). Since g ⊂ Rm×m,
the minimum singular value of AdX : g → g is larger than
or equal to the minimum singular value of AdX : Rm×m →
R
m×m
. Using condition (e), there exists a positive constant
c0 such that cond(Φ(X)(t)) ≤ c0. Hence, σ(B(t, λ)B(t, λ)⊤) =
σ(L[[AdX]]⊤[[Γ]][[AdX]]L⊤) ≥ σ(L)2σ([[Γ]])c−20 := c¯0. Integrat-
ing both sides yields
∫ t+T
τ
B(τ, λ)B(τ, λ)⊤dτ ≥ c¯0T Id which
completes the requirements of [34, Theorem 1]. Hence, the
equilibrium (0, 0) of the (32) is uniformly exponentially stable.
This implies that the equilibrium (0, 0) of the linearized sys-
tem (32) is uniformly exponentially stable and consequently the
equilibrium (I, 0) of the nonlinear error dynamics (27)-(28) is
uniformly locally exponentially stable [30, Theorem 4.15] (note
that what is referred to as uniform exponential stability here is
the same as exponential stability in the sense of [30]).
Owing to the parameter-dependent analysis, the obtained ex-
ponential stability is uniform with respect to the choice of all
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initial conditions in λ and not only with respect to the choice of
E(t0) and ˜b(t0) for a given ˆX. 
Remark 5.4. For the stability analysis, we assume that G al-
lows a matrix Lie group representation (by assumption (A1)).
Nevertheless, the actual formulas of the proposed observer
(16)-(17) can be computed without requiring any matrix struc-
ture for the Lie group, owing to the representation-free formu-
lation of the proposed observer. We only require the matrix Lie
group representation of G to interpret the boundedness condi-
tions on Φ(X), Φ(X−1), and cond(Φ(X)). We will illustrate this
point further with an example in section 7. Boundedness of
Φ(X(t)) and Φ(X−1(t)) are usually mild conditions in practice.
Moreover, it is easy to verify that cond(X(t)) is bounded (uni-
formly in t0) if Φ(X(t)) and Φ(X−1(t)) are bounded (uniformly
in t0). For the special case where the considered Lie group
is SO(3), all of these boundedness conditions are satisfied au-
tomatically since we have ‖Φ(X(t))‖2F = tr(Φ(X)⊤Φ(X)) =
tr(I3×3) = 3 for all X ∈ SO(3). In section 7, we interpret the
boundedness requirements for the Lie group SE(3) as well. 
It is possible to replace the requirement for boundedness
of Φ(X(t)), Φ(X−1(t)), and cond(Φ(X(t))) respectively with the
boundedness of Φ( ˆX(t)), Φ( ˆX−1(t)), and cond(Φ( ˆX(t))) in The-
orems 5.1 and 5.3 and still prove the same stability results.
Boundedness conditions on ˆX are always verifiable in practice.
Theorem 5.1 does not necessarily require a symmetric gain
mapping Ky˚. Also, we do not impose any invariance condi-
tion on this gain mapping. Condition (a) of Theorem 5.1 only
requires the symmetric part of Ky˚, denoted by K sy˚ , to be uni-
formly positive definite. Considering a basis for T
ˆXG and the
corresponding dual basis for T ∗
ˆX
G, condition (a) of Theorem 5.1
implies that the matrix representation of K sy˚(.) : T ∗ˆXG → T ˆXG
with respect to these bases is uniformly symmetric positive def-
inite. In practice, we will use this property to design a suitable
gain mapping and obtain the innovation term of the observer.
We will illustrate this method with an example in Section 7.
Condition (d) of Theorem 5.1 is milder than condition (d) of
Theorem 5.3 or similar conditions imposed in [10] and [13].
This allows the choice of much larger class of cost functions to
generate innovation terms that guarantee the asymptotic stabil-
ity of error dynamics.
In the special case where Ky˚ is uniformly symmetric posi-
tive definite and is independent of the arguments ˆb, uy and t,
the term Ky˚( ˆX, y)[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)] simplifies to grad1φy˚( ˆX, y) where
grad1 denotes the gradient with respect to the Riemannian met-
ric on G induced by the gain mapping. In this case, the ob-
server (16)-(17) simplifies to the gradient-like observer dis-
cussed in [13, equations (7)-(8)] where the gain mapping Γ is
a scalar, or the observer of [10] for the bias-free case. If in
addition we assume that Ky˚ satisfies the invariance condition
T
ˆXRZ ◦Ky˚( ˆX, y) ◦T ˆXR∗Z = Ky˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y)), the induced Rieman-
nian metric on G would be right-invariant. In this case, the error
dynamics (27)-(28) correspond to the perturbed gradient-like
error dynamics given by [13, equations (17)-(18)]. The larger
class of gain mappings together with the larger class of cost
functions proposed in this paper ensures that the proposed ob-
server allows a much larger class of observers comparing to the
authors’ previous work [10, 12, 13]. The discussion presented
here shows also that a non-invariant Riemannian metric can be
employed for the bias-free case to design the innovation term of
the gradient-like observers in [10, 12, 13]. In this case, the re-
sulting error dynamics would be stable as long as the conditions
on the cost function are satisfied, but the error dynamics would
be non-autonomous. Non-invariant gains also lead to observers
that are not symmetry-preserving in the sense of [8].
6. Constructing Invariant Cost Functions on Lie Groups
In Section 5, we propose the observer (16)-(17) that depend
on the differential of the cost function φy˚ : G × M → R+ as its
innovation term. The cost function φy˚ must be right invariant,
and it should satisfy condition (d) of Theorem 5.1 (or condition
(d) of Theorem 5.3) in order to guarantee asymptotic (or expo-
nential) stability of the observer error. Designing such a cost
function can be challenging since M is an orbit in the product
of different output spaces which can generally be a complicated
manifold. In this section, based on the idea presented in [6], we
propose a method for constructing a suitable cost function φy˚ by
employing single variable cost functions on the homogeneous
output spaces Mi. Finding a suitable cost function on each out-
put space is usually easy, especially when the output spaces are
embedded in Euclidean spaces.
Proposition 6.1. [6] Suppose f iy˚i : Mi → R+, yi 7→ f iy˚i (yi) are
single variable C2 cost functions on Mi, i = 1, . . . , n. Corre-
sponding to each f iy˚i , construct a cost function φiy˚i : G × Mi →
R
+ using φiy˚i( ˆX, yi) := f iy˚i (hi( ˆX−1, yi)). Obtain the cost function
φy˚( ˆX, y) := ∑ni=1 φiy˚i( ˆX, yi).
(a) The cost function φy˚ is right invariant in the sense defined
in part (c) of Theorem 5.1.
(b) Assume that each f iy˚i , i = 1, . . . , n is locally posi-
tive definite around y˚i ∈ Mi. Assume moreover that⋂n
i=1 stabhi (y˚i) = {I} where stabhi (y˚i) denotes the stabilizer
of y˚i with respect to the action hi, defined by stabhi (y˚i) :=
{X ∈ G : hi(X, y˚i) = y˚i}. Then φy˚(., y˚) : G → R+ is locally
positive definite around I ∈ G.
(c) If D f iy˚i (y˚i) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n then D1φy˚(I, y˚) = 0. If
additionally the Hessian operators Hess f iy˚i (y˚i) : Ty˚i Mi →
T ∗y˚i Mi are symmetric positive definite for all i = 1, . . . , n
and ⋂ni=1 TIstabhi (y˚i) = {0}, then Hess1φy˚(I, y˚) is symmet-
ric positive definite. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1 is given in the Appendix. Proposi-
tion 6.1 suggests a systematic method to construct a cost func-
tion which satisfies the requirements of Theorem 5.1 or Theo-
rem 5.3. The differential of this function can be employed to
design the innovation term of the observer. We will illustrate
this method with an example in section 7.
The method proposed by Proposition 6.1 to construct the cost
function φy˚ is basically different from the one presented in [13,
Proposition 2]. The method proposed in [13] employs invari-
ant cost functions on Mi × Mi while the method presented here
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only requires single variable cost functions on each Mi. Imple-
mentability of the proposed observer in [13] is guaranteed when
the homogeneous output spaces are reductive. The method pre-
sented in this paper guarantees the implementability of resulting
observer without imposing any reductivity condition.
The condition ⋂ni=1 stabhi (y˚i) = {I} (imposed in part (b) of
Proposition 6.1) is sufficient to ensure ⋂ni=1 TIstabhi (y˚i) = {0}
(imposed in part (c) of the Proposition). This condition can be
interpreted as an observability criterion. In particular, for the
attitude estimation problem with vectorial measurements, this
condition is equivalent to the availability of two or more non-
collinear reference vectors [13]. As will be discussed in the
next section, for the pose estimation problem with landmark
measurements, this condition corresponds to the availability of
three or more landmarks which are not located on the same line.
The method presented in this paper suits the systems with
constant reference outputs. Time varying reference outputs
have been investigated in [15, 18, 35, 36] for attitude estima-
tion problem on SO(3). Nevertheless, in most practical cases,
the reference outputs are approximately constant [14, 16, 20]
and the proposed observer design methodology applies.
7. Example: Pose Estimation Using Biased Velocity Mea-
surements
Recalling the pose estimation problem discussed in Example
3.1, here we employ our observer (16)-(17) to derive the pose
estimators proposed in [21] and [20] and we generalize them.
Apart from the semi-direct product representation of SE(3)
discussed in Example 3.1, it is known that SE(3) has also a ma-
trix Lie group representation as a subgroup of GL(4) (see e.g.
[21]). We use this matrix Lie group representation only to in-
terpret the required boundedness conditions (see Assumption
(A2)) but we employ the semi-direct product representation to
derive the observer formulas (see remark 5.4). The Lie group
homomorphismΦ which maps an element (R, p) ∈ SE(3) to its
corresponding matrix representation in GL(4) is given by; Φ :
(R, p) 7→
[
R p
0 1
]
. The Frobenius norm of Φ((R, p)) ∈ GL(4)
is given by ‖Φ((R, p))‖2 = tr(Φ((R, p))⊤Φ((R, p))) = 4 + ‖p‖2.
Hence, Φ((R(t), p(t))) is bounded if p(t) is bounded. Similarly,
one can verify that Φ((R(t), p(t)))−1 and cond((R(t), p(t))) are
bounded (uniformly in t0) if p(t) is bounded (uniformly in t0).
This characterizes the boundedness conditions imposed by As-
sumption (A2) and part (e) of Theorem 5.3.
From here after, we only consider the semi-direct product
representation of SE(3) ≃ SO(3) ⋉ R3. We aim to employ
the observer developed in section 5 and use the guidelines pre-
sented in section 6 to design an observer to estimate the pose
X = (R, p) and the bias b = (bω, bv). Let us first evaluate the ob-
servability condition imposed by part (b) and (c) of Proposition
6.1. We have ⋂ni=1 stabhi (y˚i) = {(R, p) ∈ SE(3) : R⊤y˚i − R⊤p =
y˚i, i = 1, . . . , n} = {(R, p) ∈ SE(3) : R⊤p = R⊤y˚i − y˚i, R(y˚i −
y˚ j) = y˚i − y˚ j i, j = 1, . . . , n, i , j} which implies that y˚i − y˚ j
is an eigenvector of R. Hence, a necessary and sufficient con-
dition which guarantees ⋂ni=1 stabhi (y˚i) = {(I3×3, 03)} (and con-
sequently
⋂n
i=1 T(I,0)stabhi (y˚i) = {(03×3, 03)}) is the existence of
at least three reference outputs y˚i, y˚ j, y˚k such that y˚i − y˚ j is not
parallel to y˚ j − y˚k. Note that this condition is independent of
the choice of inertial frame. Specifically, when landmark mea-
surements are employed to provide outputs yi, i = 1, . . . , n, this
condition is equivalent to the existence of at least three land-
marks which are not located on the same line [20, 21].
In order to design the innovation terms of the estimator (16)-
(17), we resort to choose a basis for each tangent space to obtain
matrix representations for the linear mappings Ky˚, Γ, TIL∗
ˆX
and
use simple matrix calculus. For the sake of clarity, we denote
the matrix representation of a linear mapping F : U → W with
respect to the basis {u} for its domain and basis {w} for its co-
domain by the notation [[F]]wu . Also, the Rn representation of a
vector a ∈ U with respect to the basis {u} is denoted by [[a]]u.
Denote the standard bases of R3 and so(3) by {e} and {e×}, re-
spectively. Using these bases, one can obtain a standard basis
for se(3) denoted by {e}. We obtain a basis for T( ˆR, pˆ)SE(3) using
the right translation of {e}. Denote this basis of T( ˆR, pˆ)SE(3) by
{e ˆX} and its corresponding dual basis of T ∗( ˆR, pˆ)SE(3) by {(e ˆX)∗}.
In order to use Proposition 6.1, we start by designing suit-
able costs f iy˚i : Mi → R+. A simple cost function is constructed
by f iy˚i (yi) :=
ki
2 ‖yi − y˚i‖
2, ki > 0 where ‖.‖ denotes the Eu-
clidean distance. It is straight forward to verify that f iy˚i satisfies
the requirements imposed by part (c) of Proposition 6.1, i.e.
D f iy˚i (y˚i) = 0 and Hess f iy˚i (y˚i) is symmetric positive definite. The
cost functions φiy˚i : SE(3)×Mi → R+, i = 1, . . . , n are obtained
as φiy˚i ( ˆX, yi) =
ki
2 ‖hi(( ˆR, pˆ)−1, yi) − y˚i‖2 = ki2 ‖ ˆRyi + pˆ − y˚i‖2.
Denoting an arbitrary element of se(3) by ( ˆΩ, ˆV), we have
T(I,0)R( ˆR, pˆ)[( ˆΩ, ˆV)] = ( ˆΩ ˆR, ˆΩ pˆ + V) ∈ T( ˆR, pˆ)SE(3). One can
obtain D1φy˚(( ˆR, pˆ), y) : T( ˆR, pˆ)SE(3) → R as
D1φy˚(( ˆR, pˆ),y)[( ˆΩ ˆR, ˆΩpˆ+ ˆV)]=
∑n
i=1
kiα⊤i ( ˆΩ ˆRyi+ ˆΩpˆ+ˆV). (34)
where αi := ( ˆRyi + pˆ − y˚i) ∈ R3. The R6 representation of
D1φy˚( ˆX, y) ∈ T ∗
ˆX
SE(3) is the transpose of the matrix represen-
tation of D1φy˚( ˆX, y) : T ˆXSE(3) → R, i.e. [[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)]](e ˆX)∗ =(
[[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)]]1e ˆX
)⊤
. Employing (34) and using the simplifica-
tions given in the Appendix, we obtain
[[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)]]1e ˆX =
∑n
i=1
ki[y˚⊤i ( ˆRy + pˆ)×, α⊤i ] (35)
We choose [[Ky˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t)]]e ˆX(e ˆX)∗ = diag(kωI3×3, kvI3×3) where
kω, kv are positive scalars and ensure that the resulting gain
mapping Ky˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t) : T ∗( ˆR, pˆ)SE(3) → T( ˆR, pˆ)SE(3) is uni-
formly positive definite. Using (35) we have
[[Ky˚(.)[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)]]]e ˆX = [[Ky˚(.)]]e ˆX(e ˆX)∗ [[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)]](e ˆX)∗
=
(∑n
i=1
ki[kωy˚⊤i ( ˆRyi + pˆ)×, kvα⊤i ]
)⊤ (36)
where the argument ( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t) of Ky˚ has been omitted for
brevity. We use (45) of Lemma 8.1 given in the Appendix to
obtain
Ky˚(.)[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)] (37)
=
∑n
i=1
ki
(
−kω(( ˆRyi + pˆ)×y˚i)× ˆR,−kω(( ˆRyi + pˆ)×y˚i)× pˆ+kvαi
)
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Choosing the gain [[Γ]]e
e∗
= diag(γωI3×3, γvI3×3), we have
[[Γ◦TI L∗
ˆX[D1φy˚( ˆX,y)]]]e = [[Γ]]ee∗
(
[[TIL( ˆR, pˆ)]]e
ˆX
e
)⊤ [[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)]](e ˆX)∗
=
[
γωI3×3 03×3
03×3 γvI3×3
][
ˆR 03×3
pˆ× ˆR ˆR
]⊤[
−
∑n
i=1 ki( ˆRyi + pˆ)×y˚i∑n
i=1 kiαi
]
(38)
=
∑n
i=1
ki
[
γωyi×( ˆR⊤y˚i − ˆR⊤ pˆ)
γv ˆR⊤αi
]
.
where the term [[TIL( ˆR, pˆ)]]e ˆXe has been computed in the Ap-
pendix. One can employ (44) of Lemma 8.1 given in the Ap-
pendix to obtain
Γ◦TI L∗
ˆX[D1φy˚( ˆX,y)]=
∑n
i=1
ki(γω(yi×( ˆR⊤y˚i− ˆR⊤pˆ))×, γv ˆR⊤αi) (39)
Using (37) and (39), the observer is summarized as
˙
ˆR = ˆR(Ωy − ˆbω) + kω
∑n
i=1
ki(( ˆRy + pˆ)×y˚i)× ˆR (40a)
˙pˆ= ˆR(Vy− ˆbv)+
n∑
i=1
ki(kω(( ˆRy + pˆ)×y˚i)× pˆ−kv( ˆRyi+ pˆ−y˚i)) (40b)
˙
ˆbw = γω
∑n
i=1
ki(yi×( ˆR⊤y˚i − ˆR⊤ pˆ))× (40c)
˙
ˆbv = γv( ˆR⊤ pˆ − ˆR⊤y˚i + yi) (40d)
Notice that the resulting observer formulas (40a)-(40d) do not
depend on the chosen basis. Omitting the bias estimator, the
group estimator (40a)-(40b) has a similar form as the gradient-
like observer proposed in [21, equation (35)] since the chosen
gain mapping Ky˚ is symmetric positive definite and yields a gra-
dient innovation term.
The pose estimator of [20] has a different form from (40).
Here, we derive the observer of [20] by choosing different gain
mappings and output maps. Similar to [20, equation (8)], con-
sider the new set of outputs z j, j = 1, . . . , n given by
z j :=
∑n−1
i=1
ai j(yi+1 − yi), j = 1, . . . , n − 1 (41a)
zn := −
1
n
∑n
i=1
yi. (41b)
We assume that ai j ∈ R are such that the matrix A := [ai j] ∈
R
(n−1)×(n−1) is full rank. This requirement guarantees that no
information is lost by applying the linear transformation (41)
to the measurements. Substituting yi from (6) into (41) and
defining new reference outputs z˚ j :=
∑n−1
i=1 ai j(y˚i+1 − y˚i), j =
1, . . . , n − 1, z˚n = − 1n
∑n
i=1 y˚i yields
z j = g j((R, p), z˚ j) := R⊤z˚ j, j = 1, . . . , n − 1 (42a)
zn = gn((R, p), z˚n) := R⊤z˚n + R⊤p (42b)
where g j, j = 1, . . . , n are right output actions of G. Consider
the new combined output z := (z1, . . . , zn) and the combined
reference output z˚ := (z˚1, . . . , z˚n). One can show that the nec-
essary and sufficient condition for ⋂nj=1 stabg j (z˚ j) = {I} is the
existence of at least two non-collinear reference outputs z˚ j, z˚k.
Assuming that A = [ai j] is invertible, it is straight forward to
show that the above mentioned condition on z˚ is equivalent to
the condition on y˚ we derived before.
We employ the cost functions f j
z˚ j
(z j) := k j2 ‖z j − z˚ j‖2, k j > 0
and we choose the gain mappings [[Kz˚( ˆX, y, ˆb, uy, t)]]e ˆX(e ˆX)∗ =
diag(kwI3×3, kvI3×3) + diag(03×3, ( ˆR(Ωy − ˆbω))×) and [[Γ]]ee∗ =
diag(γωI3×3, γvI3×3). It is easy to verify that this choice of cost
functions and gain mappings satisfies the requirements of our
method. Notice that Kz˚ is non-symmetric and depends also on
Ωy and ˆbω unlike the previous part. In particular, this implies
that the observer innovation is not a gradient innovation. Nev-
ertheless, the symmetric part of Kz˚ is diag(kwI3×3, kvI3×3) which
implies that the resulting gain mapping Kz˚ is uniformly positive
definite. Following the same procedure as was done to derive
(40), we obtain the following observer.
˙
ˆR= ˆR(Ωy− ˆbω)−kωkn( pˆ×˚zn)× ˆR+kω
∑n
j=1k j
ˆR
((ˆR⊤z˚ j)×z j)× (43a)
˙pˆ= ˆR(Vy− ˆbv)+kn(kvI3×3 + ( ˆR(Ωy− ˆbω))×)( ˆRzn − pˆ − z˚n)
− kωkn( pˆ×z˚n)× pˆ + kω
∑n
j=1 k j
(( ˆRz j)×z˚ j)× pˆ (43b)
˙
ˆbw=γωkn
(
ˆR⊤ pˆ×( ˆRzn− pˆ)
)
×
+ γω
∑n
j=1 k j
(
( ˆR⊤z˚ j)×z j
)
×
(43c)
˙
ˆbv = −γvkn ˆR⊤( ˆRzn − pˆ − z˚n) (43d)
In [20], it is assumed that the origin of inertial frame is lo-
cated at the geometric center of the landmarks. In this case
we have z˚n = 0 which simplifies the observer (43) to the ob-
server designed in [20]2. Compared to [20], the observer (43)
has the advantage that it is well-defined even if only some of
the measurements yi are unavailable at some period of time.
In this case, the reference output z˚n can be recalculated us-
ing the reference outputs corresponding to the remaining avail-
able measurements. Also, we only require A = [ai j] to be full
rank but [20] necessarily requires that ai j are chosen such that
[z˚1, . . . , z˚n−1][z˚1, . . . , z˚n−1]⊤ = I3×3. For practical implementa-
tion purpose, discrete time representation of the observers could
be obtained using standard structure preserving numerical inte-
gration methods [37].
8. Conclusion
We investigate the problem of observer design for invariant
systems on finite-dimensional real connected Lie groups where
the measurement of system input is corrupted by an unknown
constant bias. We show that the corresponding standard error
dynamics are non autonomous in general. We propose an ob-
server design methodology that guarantees the uniform local
asymptotic (or exponential) convergence of the observer trajec-
tories to the system trajectories. We employ a gain mapping act-
ing on the differential of a cost function to design the innovation
term of the group estimator. The bias estimator is then designed
using a Lyapunov method. The notion of homogeneous out-
put spaces is generalized to multiple outputs, each of which is
modeled via a right action of the Lie group on an output space.
2Here, the position vector p is expressed in the inertial frame but in [20]
the position vector is expressed in the body-fixed frame. One can transform the
system of [20] to the form presented here using the change of variable p 7→ Rp.
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A systematic method for constructing invariant cost functions
on Lie groups is proposed, yielding implementable innovation
terms for the observer. A verifiable condition on the stabilizer
of the reference outputs associated with the output spaces en-
sures the stability of the observer. This condition is consistent
with the observability criterion discussed in [11]. Our proposed
method omits the limiting reductivity condition imposed in the
authors’ previous work [12, 13]. As a case study, pose esti-
mation on the Lie group SE(3) was investigated where our ob-
server design methodology unifies the state-of-the-art pose es-
timators of [20] and [21] into a single framework that applies to
any invariant kinematic system on a Lie-group. Extension of the
proposed observer design methodology to the (co)tangent bun-
dle of a Lie group could be considered by assigning a Lie group
structure to the (co)tangent bundle noting that the (co)tangent
bundle is trivial (see e.g. [38]).
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 5.2:
The right-invariance property of φy˚ implies φy˚( ˆX, y) = φy˚ ◦
RX−1 ( ˆX, y). Differentiating both sides in an arbitrary direction
v ∈ T
ˆXG and using the chain rule we obtain D1φy˚( ˆX, y)[v] =
D1φy˚(E, y˚) ◦ T ˆXRX−1 [v]. Since v is arbitrary and by using the
duality we have D1φy˚( ˆX, y) = T ˆXR∗X−1 [D1φy˚(E, y˚)] which proves
(18). Applying (T
ˆXRX−1 )−1 = TERX from the right to both sides
of D1φy˚( ˆX, y) = D1φy˚(E, y˚) ◦ T ˆXRX−1 yields (19). 
Proof of Proposition 6.1:
Part (a)
For any arbitrary Z ∈ G we have φy˚( ˆXZ, h(Z, y)) =∑n
i=1 f iy˚i
(
hi(( ˆXZ)−1, hi(Z, y))
)
=
∑n
i=1 f iy˚i (hi(ZZ−1 ˆX−1, y)) =∑n
i=1 f iy˚i (hi( ˆX−1, y)) = φy˚( ˆX, y) which shows that φy˚ is right in-
variant.
Part (b)
Since f iy˚i (yi) is positive definite around yi = y˚i, there ex-
ists a neighborhood Ni ⊂ Mi of y˚i such that f iy˚(yi) ≥ 0 and
f iy˚i (yi) = 0 ⇒ yi = y˚i for all yi ∈ Ni. Corresponding
to each Ni, define the set Ni := {E ∈ G : hi(E−1, y˚i) ∈
Ni} ⊂ G and consider the set N :=
⋂n
i=1 Ni. It is easy
to verify that N ⊂ G is a neighborhood of I and we have
φy˚(E, y˚) = ∑ni=1 f iy˚i (hi(E−1, y˚i)) ≥ 0 for all E ∈ N. Moreover,
for any E ∈ N, φy˚(E, y˚) = ∑ni=1 f iy˚i (hi(E−1, y˚i)) = 0 yields
f iy˚i (hi(E−1, y˚i)) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. This in turn implies
that hi(E−1, y˚i) = y˚i, i = 1, . . . , n and hence E ∈ ⋂ni=1 stabhi (y˚i).
We assumed ⋂ni=1 stabhi (y˚i) = {I} which ensures that E = I and
hence φy˚(E, y˚) is positive definite on N.
Part (c)
Define the map hy˚i : G → Mi by hy˚i X :=
hi(X, y˚i). Differentiating both sides of φy˚(E, y˚) =∑n
i=1 f iy˚i (hi(E−1, y˚i) in an arbitrary direction v ∈ TEG
and using the chain rule we have D1φy˚(E, y˚)[v] =
−
∑n
i=1 D f iy˚i (h(E−1, y˚i)) ◦ TE−1 hy˚i ◦ TI LE−1 ◦ TERE−1 [v]. Evaluat-
ing the later relation at E = I and omitting the arbitrary argu-
ment v we obtain D1φy˚(I, y˚) = −∑ni=1 D f iy˚i (y˚i) ◦ TIhy˚i . Hence,
D f iy˚i (y˚i) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n implies D1φy˚(I, y˚) = 0. Under this
condition, standard computations shows that Hess1φy˚(I, y˚) =∑n
i=1 Hess1φi(I, y˚i) =
∑n
i=1 TIh∗y˚i ◦Hess f iy˚i (y˚i) ◦ TIhy˚i where
TIh∗y˚i : T
∗
y˚i
Mi → T ∗I G denotes the dual of TIhy˚i . If all of
Hess f iy˚i (y˚i), i = 1, . . . , n are symmetric positive definite,
then Hess1φy˚(I, y˚) is symmetric positive semi definite with
ker(Hess1φy˚(I, y˚)) = ⋂ni=1 ker(TIhy˚i ). Since, ker(TIhy˚i) =
TIstabhi (y˚i), we have
⋂n
i=1 ker(TIhy˚i) =
⋂n
i=1 TIstabhi (y˚i) which
is assumed to be {0}. Consequently, ker(Hess1φy˚(I, y˚)) = {0}
which implies that Hess1φy˚(I, y˚) is full rank and hence
symmetric positive definite. 
Computing [[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)]]1
e ˆX
employed in (35):
The standard basis for R3 is given by {e} := {e1, e2, e3}.
The standard basis for so(3) is obtained as {e×} :=
{e1×, e
2
×, e
3
×} and a basis for se(3) is represented by {e} :=
{(e1×, 03), (e2×, 03), (e3×, 03), (03×3, e1), (03×3, e2), (03×3, e3)}. A ba-
sis for T( ˆR, pˆ)SE(3) is obtained by right-translating the basis of
se(3) as
{e ˆX} := {(e1× ˆR, e1× pˆ), (e2× ˆR, e2× pˆ), (e3× ˆR, e3× pˆ),
(03×3, e1), (03×3, e2), (03×3, e3)}.
We employ the above basis to obtain
[[D1φy˚( ˆX, y)]]1e ˆX
=
n∑
i=1
kiα⊤i [e1× ˆRyi + e1× pˆ, e2× ˆRyi + e2× pˆ, e3× ˆRyi + e3× pˆ, e1, e2, e3]
=
n∑
i=1
ki[−α⊤i ( ˆRyi + pˆ)×, α⊤i ] =
n∑
i=1
ki[y˚⊤i ( ˆRy + pˆ)×, α⊤i ].

Lemma 8.1. Suppose that the R6 representation of u ∈ se(3)
and w ∈ T( ˆR, pˆ)SE(3) with respect to the basis {e} and {e ˆX} are
respectively given by [[u]]e = [u⊤ω, u⊤v ]⊤ and [[w]]e ˆX = [w⊤ω,w⊤v ]⊤
where uω, uv,wω,wv ∈ R3. Then u and w can be written as in
terms of theirR6 representation as follows.
u = (uω×, uv) (44)
w = (wω× ˆR,wω× pˆ + wv). (45)

Proof:
w =w⊤ωe
1(e1× ˆR, e1× pˆ) + w⊤ωe2(e2× ˆR, e2× pˆ) + w⊤ωe3(e3× ˆR, e3× pˆ)
+ w⊤v e
1(03×3, e1) + w⊤v e2(03×3, e2) + w⊤v e3(03×3, e3)
=
(
(w⊤ωe1e1× + w⊤ωe2e2× + w⊤ωe3e3×) ˆR,(
w⊤ωe
1e1×+w
⊤
ωe
2e2×+w
⊤
ωe
3e3×
)
pˆ+w⊤v e
1e1+w⊤v e
2e2+w⊤v e
3e3
)
=(wv× ˆR,wv× pˆ + wv)
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where we used the standard equation a = a⊤e1e1 + a⊤e2e2 +
a⊤e3e3 once for a = wω and once for a = wv to obtain the last
line. This proves (45). Choosing ( ˆR, pˆ) = (I3×3, 0), it is easy to
verify that (44) holds too. 
Computing [[TIL( ˆR, pˆ)]]e ˆXe employed in (38):
Suppose [a⊤, b⊤]⊤ ∈ R6 as the first column of [[TIL( ˆR, pˆ)]]e ˆXe
and denote by ai, bi, i = 1, . . .3 the elements of a, b ∈ R3. We
have, TIL ˆX[(e1×, 0)] = ( ˆRe1×, 0) =
∑3
i=1 ai(ei× ˆR, ei× pˆ) + bi(0, ei) =∑3
i=1 (aiei× ˆR, aiei× pˆ + biei). This implies that ˆRe1× =
∑3
i=1 aie
i
×
ˆR
and 0 = ∑3i=1 aiei× pˆ + biei which together form 6 linear equa-
tions with 6 unknowns. Solving this set of equations yields
a = ˆRe1 and b = pˆ× ˆRe1. Consequently, the first column
of [[TIL( ˆR, pˆ)]]e ˆXe is given by [( ˆRe1)⊤, ( pˆ× ˆRe1)⊤]⊤. One can use
the same procedure as was explained above to obtain the sec-
ond and third column of [[TIL( ˆR, pˆ)]]e ˆXe as [( ˆRe2)⊤, ( pˆ× ˆRe2)⊤]⊤
and [( ˆRe3)⊤, ( pˆ× ˆRe3)⊤]⊤ respectively. Suppose [c⊤, d⊤]⊤ as
the forth column of [[TIL( ˆR, pˆ)]]e ˆXe . We have, TI L ˆX[(0, e1)] =
(0, ˆRe1) = ∑3i=1 (ciei× ˆR, ciei× pˆ + diei). This implies that 0 =∑3
i=1 cie
i
×
ˆR and ˆRe1 = ∑3i=1 ciei× pˆ + diei which again form 6
linear equations with 6 unknowns. Solving this set of equa-
tions yields c = 0 and d = ˆRe1. Hence the forth column of
[[TIL( ˆR, pˆ)]]e ˆXe is given by [0, ( ˆRe1)⊤]⊤. We can apply the same
procedure to obtain the fifth and sixth column as well. Combin-
ing all of the columns together yields
[[TIL( ˆR, pˆ)]]e
ˆX
e
=
[
ˆRe1 ˆRe2 ˆRe3 03 03 03
pˆ× ˆRe1 pˆ× ˆRe2 pˆ× ˆRe3 ˆRe1 ˆRe2 ˆRe3
]
=
[
ˆR 03×3
pˆ× ˆR ˆR
]
.

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